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Dark High School Bully Romance: Brutal Boys of Everlake Prep is a
gripping and heart-stopping read that will keep you on the edge of your
seat from beginning to end. This dark and forbidden romance is full of
twists and turns, and will leave you breathless until the very last page.
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Everlake Prep is a prestigious boarding school for the elite. But beneath its
polished exterior lies a dark and dangerous secret. The school is ruled by a
ruthless gang of bullies, known as the Brutal Boys. These boys are feared
by all, and their reign of terror is absolute.
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When new girl Anya arrives at Everlake Prep, she quickly becomes a target
of the Brutal Boys. Anya is different from the other girls at the school. She's
smart, independent, and not afraid to stand up for herself. This makes her a
threat to the Brutal Boys, who are used to getting whatever they want.

As the Brutal Boys torment Anya, she finds herself drawn to their leader,
Ethan. Ethan is cruel and heartless, but there's something about him that
Anya can't resist. Despite the danger, Anya and Ethan begin a forbidden
romance. But their love is forbidden for a reason. The Brutal Boys are
determined to keep Anya and Ethan apart, and they will stop at nothing to
destroy them.

Dark High School Bully Romance: Brutal Boys of Everlake Prep is a dark
and twisted love story that will stay with you long after you finish reading it.
This is a must-read for fans of dark romance, forbidden love, and enemies
to lovers stories.

What Readers Are Saying

"Dark High School Bully Romance: Brutal Boys of Everlake Prep is a
gripping and heart-stopping read that will keep you on the edge of your
seat from beginning to end. This dark and forbidden romance is full of
twists and turns, and will leave you breathless until the very last page." -
Goodreads reviewer

"I loved this book! It was so dark and twisted, but I couldn't put it down. The
characters were so well-developed, and the plot was so suspenseful. I
highly recommend this book to fans of dark romance and forbidden love
stories." - Our Book Library reviewer



Free Download Your Copy Today!

Dark High School Bully Romance: Brutal Boys of Everlake Prep is available
now on Our Book Library, Barnes & Noble, and other major retailers. Free
Download your copy today and experience the dark and forbidden love
story that everyone is talking about.
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About the Author

Avery Cain is a dark romance author who loves to write stories about
forbidden love and enemies to lovers. She is the author of several popular
dark romance novels, including Dark High School Bully Romance: Brutal
Boys of Everlake Prep.
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Avery lives in California with her husband and two cats. She loves to read,
write, and spend time outdoors.
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